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Powers and Authorities of the One People 
 
 

 This monograph is dedicated to the One People of America as the sole, 
exclusive beneficiaries of ALL governmental powers.  The Chart below exposes the true 
positions and relationships between We The One People and Our governments.  The 
current Trustees act on behalf of the One People because no one else is doing so 
according to the Real laws of Our Constitutions.  In the event anyone receiving this 
monograph from any source disagrees with its principles and information, send an email 
to don@thepublictrust1776.org 
 

CHART OF POWERS 
 

STATE SOURCES         FEDERAL SOURCE 
 

1.  CREATOR 
2.  Me 
3.  US 
4.  OUR AGREEMENT 
5.  MEMORIALIZATION 
                The State Constitution 
6.  GOVERNMENT ENTITY 
         The State of _________  
         Created by State Constitution 
          all powers written 
7.  BRANCHES 
          Administration of powers granted 
          by the One People cited by  
          section in State Constitution 
8.  ADMINISTRATIVE 
        Agencies created to serve the  
        Government Entity 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.  CREATOR to and of the United States 
        Article VII U.S. Constitution 
8.  The State’s Agreement 
9.  MEMORIALIZATION: Federal United   
States constructed by States under          
Contract Constitution 17871 
10.  BRANCHES 
        Administration of powers granted 
        by States cited by section 

 
 
 
 

                                                             
1 The Law of Contracts, Trusts, and Agency limit specifically and absolutely to assignment of powers from the states 
to ONLY those held in Trust Constitution.  There is no power in the State Constitution legislative section to legislate 
over the One People, nor interpret the powers assigned and gifted by the People (Me and US) in the judicial 
section. 
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SOURCES OF AUTHORITY 
 
 

CREATOR = The source of all things.  A rose is a rose by any name. 
 
Me =  Any individual, self realized human being with understanding that I am the                
 Created and therefore is in direct relationship with THE CREATOR. 
 
US = A group of individuals (men generic) transparently sharing common responsibility 
 for creating government. 
 
OUR AGREEMENT = Common understandings and commitments of US to form  
    and create governments to create protection of our individual 
    liberties, property and property rights. 

 
MEMORIALIZATION = The written, open, public notorious document creating the 

State under Constitutions, the Public Trust, We as US 
founded upon the 1776 unanimous Declaration of the 
thirteen united States of America.  The indenture state 
Constitution setting the complete legal relationship between 
the Creators of American government and those government 
service providers, its officers, employees, agents, assigns, 
and instrumentalities.  In short, if it is not in the Constitution 
as a granted power, it does not exist in context of 
governmental power over the One People. 

 
GOVERNMENT =  The constructed entity, the State of California, the State of  

  Florida, etc., wherein the severely limited powers are defined 
  in simple, clear terms by construction document the State 

Constitution.  An Artificial Person, the State of California etc., 
having legal standing only to execute the powers granted by 
construction and operation of the State entity.  (NOTE:  The 
specific purpose of all government is to protect and serve the 
People as exclusive beneficiaries of any and all 
governmental powers.)  This state constitution is the sole, 
exclusive source of any and all powers and duties of 
government.  All governmental actors claiming power under 
our creation, the governments of the states, are explicitly, in 
writing, absolutely barred from exercising any power over 
any or all of the One People (me).  NOTE: THE STATE 
CONSTITUTION IS THE ONLY CONTRACT, the States’  

 
Constitutions2, BINDING THE PARTIES, THE ONE PEOPLE 

                                                             
2 Agreement of perform or not perform specific acts. With exchange of values, the total legal obligation between the parties.  The 

One People never agreed in The State Constitution to their created entity government, to be held in bondage to the State through 
regulation and the State entity has no authority to hold the grantors, the constructors of the state in bondage to the states limited 

powers. 
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 (Me) AND THE GOVERNMENTS TO ANY LEGAL OR 
ENFORCEABLE PERFORMANCE STANDARD. 

 
BRANCHES:   The Tri Party, (Executive, Judicial, Legislative), bodies  
    performing functions defined in the State Constitutions.   
    Every officer, employee, agent, assign, or instrumentality  
    operating under the name of Our created states pledges  
    their personal bond, the oath, to serve the Constitution first,  
    last, and always.  Otherwise, these individuals in Public  
    Trust Service are trespassing upon the One People (Me and  
    US), in breach of fiduciary agreement, for private gain and  
    benefit.  In short, without specific power cited in Our State  
    Constitution, these servants commit SLAVERY upon  
    every American affected.  NO POWERS GRANTED = NO  
    AUTHORITY TO ACT = INVOLUNTARY SERVITUDE  
    THROUGH LEGAL PROCESS UNDER THREAT OF  
    PENALTY3 
 

 ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES = the explicit and severely limited and absolutely 
binding powers written into Our Original State Constitutions granting powers for acting 
within and under administration of each branch of Our Government.  Those defined 
powers are absolute and specific.  The People of the state are not subjects of the state.  
The People are the object of government.  The object being the protection of our 
property, property rights, and liberty to choose subject status or not! 
 
 In short, if the powers, authorities, and legalized force, the execution of powers, 
are not specifically cited in the various sections creating the branches of Our 
Governments are not in Our Constitutions, THEY DO NOT EXIST! 
 
 In relation and construction of the Federal Government, the States constructed 
as CREATOR  the Federal United States, an artificial entity specifically created to serve 
the States in Union, for exclusive benefit of the States within Federal United States.  
The federal state could never hold powers or authorities over the One People because 
We, the Individuals (We and US) are not the grantors of the federal Constitution and did 
not authorize our state to transmit powers held by the State to the Federal United 
States, to be applied to US as individuals or Me .  This is because Article VII of the 
federal Constitution states in unequivocal terms that Constitution is an agreement 
between the States.  The words as notoriously know settle the matter conclusively. 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
 
3 U.S. v. Kozminski 487 U.S. 931- Held: For purposes of criminal prosecution under § 241 or § 1584, the term 
"involuntary servitude" necessarily means a condition of servitude in which the victim is forced to work for the 
defendant by the use or threat of physical restraint or physical injury or by the use or threat of coercion through 
law or the legal process. This definition encompasses cases in which the defendant holds the victim in servitude by 
placing him or her in fear of such physical restraint or injury or legal coercion. Pp. 487 U. S. 939-953. 
 

http://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/487/931/case.html#939
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 THEREFORE:  THE STATES ARE THE CREATOR TO, FOR, AND OF THE 
FEDERAL UNITED STATES AND THE ONLY PARTY BOUND TO THE FEDERAL 
GOVERNMENT SUBJECT TO ITS REGULATION. 
 

 The One People of the States via Constitution of the State did not grant the 
States authority to bind any one of US or Me to a federal United States.  This is 
because there is no authority in the State Constitutions created by the One People for 
any State to grant such power to anyone.  NO ONE MAY SPEAK FOR ME WITHOUT 
MY AUTHORITY AND CONSENT TO DO SO!4 
 
 The governments as the Created entities do not have or hold powers to interpret 
their limited powers, nor to extend their limited powers over US or Me.  This would be 
like the boss or CEO of a company operating under orders from the employees through 
threat, coercion, or intimidation, Involuntary Servitude in deed and fact in public record, 
see (fn 2 id).  There simply is no authority in the State Constitution to legislate over the 
One People.  THEREFORE; Legislative power over the One People could not be given 
to the Federal United States. 
 
 The above is a no brainer when the Chart of Powers is looked at in context of 
personal, political, and legal relationships between Me and US with our created entities, 
the states and their created entity the United States, inclusive of ALL, servants to the 
One People’s Public Trust and its foundation of service to, for, and on behalf of Me, US 
who make up the One People. 
 
 The simple fact is that the Creator of an artificial entity is the principal that must 
be served by every act of the entity.  In this case specifically the States of Union 
operating under any name whatsoever because all governmental power belongs to the 
One People, as property before said property and rights could be transferred to 
government through CONTRACT entitled Constitution to the state created and 
constructed by the People.. 
 
 The attached sample letter demands the answer to the powers that are essential 
to legitimate government acts or omissions.  “By what authority do you act?”  The word 
essential is used specifically to drive home the point that We the One People are the 
sole arbiters of lawful government acts because we created it. 
 
 No act of any government officer is valid when there is no proof of original 
authority on record.  All the orders in the world mean nothing when not complying with 
Our, the One People law of Constitution!  UNCONSTITUTIONAL ORDERS ARE VOID 
ON THEIR FACE AND ARE NOT ENFORCABLE EXCEPT UNDER SLAVERY! 
 

ENJOY YOUR RECOGNIZED POWERS THIS INDEPENDENCE DAY 
JULY 4, 2012 A.D. 

                                                             
4 Bond v U.S. – 900 09-1227 – Held:   Bond has standing to challenge the federal statute on grounds that the 
measure interferes with the powers reserve to States   Pp. 3-14. 
 


